Abstract: A simple procedure to calibrate the safety factor of capacity models is presented. The calibration can be carried out based on any available database of experimental tests, even of limited size. The procedure aims to assess the model capability of predicting the test results and to calibrate the safety factor so that the capacity equation meets the target reliability level required by the code or sought by the calibrator. After predicting each test of the database with the capacity equation under consideration, the test-prediction pairs are checked for the property of linearity, and the relative error for the properties of homoscedasticity and normality. Once these properties are fulfilled-which may require a nonlinear transformation of the test values and/or the predictions-the closed-form equation proposed in this paper is employed to compute a target design value. The model safety factor is finally obtained by comparing such target design value with the design value obtained from the code. The paper also proposes two approximate analytical equations to compute the tolerance factor, used to attain any given fractile, as a function of the (even small) number of tests, with any assigned confidence level. A fundamental outcome of the procedure is that it yields an objective indicator of the model accuracy, measured by the standard deviation of its error, which may be regarded as a parameter useful for selecting the most reliable model among different competing ones. In the long run, the application of the proposed procedure will allow achieving a uniform reliability level throughout all capacity models used in codes and guidelines. A further advantage is that the partial safety factors so derived can be straightforwardly updated when more experiments become available. As an example, the proposed procedure is herein applied to the ACI 318 shear design capacity equation for concrete members unreinforced in shear.
Introduction
The development of any a priori analytical capacity model should go through a validation stage that implies an a posteriori testing of its predictive ability over a reasonably representative set of experimental results. For a meaningful comparison between predictions and experiments, the capacity model should be formulated in a fully probabilistic manner by including both the intrinsic uncertainties, concerning the underlying material and geometry variables, and the epistemic uncertainties, affecting the model itself (simplification, incompleteness, and approximation).
When designing a structural system to meet a certain failure probability, one should consider all uncertainties in the demand and all uncertainties in the capacity. The latter are expressed in terms of basic geometrical and mechanical properties, whose statistical description is usually available. In general, capacity models are developed either by using simplified relationships among basic variables or by neglecting others for concisely describing the main resisting mechanisms they aim to represent. This introduces a so-called modeling uncertainty, which should be adequately considered when assessing the reliability of a capacity model. Modeling uncertainty can be incorporated into a capacity model by introducing a random variable to represent the difference between measured and predicted response (Melchers 1987) .
Calibrated safety factors for construction materials and products are provided by codes [e.g., CEN (2005) for concrete] on the basis of probabilistic studies conducted on wide test databases, but no standard procedure is available, either in the literature or in codes, to define safety factors of capacity models although they are explicitly provided in modern codes (e.g., γ Rd in Eurocodes and the ϕ in U.S. Codes). Even when some authors (Sedlacek and Kraus 2007; Burdekin 2007) refer to the statistical determination of capacity models, they raise the question about the modeling uncertainty but do not provide an explicit method for assessing it.
A complete procedure to calculate safety factors of any capacity model, regardless of its functional form, is here developed. It aims at assessing the model capability of predicting the outcomes of a given test database so as to meet a target exceedance probability.
Overall, this work underlines the importance of defining a coefficient able to fine-tune capacity models, which allows endowing a capacity model with an objective measure of its unavoidable error. In this sense, it would be desirable that all capacity models developed in the future be described in terms of (1) an unbiased expression predicting the experimental results in the average, (2) the corresponding design expression, (3) a measure of the modeling error, and (4) a safety factor calibrated on the currently available test database. In this manner, the reliability of each capacity model could be easily and conveniently updated as more tests become available, and a uniform reliability level among all capacity equations developed for codes and guidelines could be achieved.
Definitions
For introducing and explaining the meaning of the symbols used in the procedure, some basic definitions are provided in the following:
Basic Random Variables
The basic random variables (RVs) are those defining all parameters of geometric and mechanical nature involved in the model in hand. Following the notation of Montgomery and Runger (2011) , a set of basic RVs can be conveniently collected in a vector X, that is
where each X j ðj ¼ 1; : : : ; mÞ represents, e.g., a specimen size, a material strength, and so forth.
Test Database
A test database can be formally described as
where Y i = i-th test outcome; T i ð·Þ = functional application representing the i-th test, being i ¼ 1,2; : : : ; N tot the number of tests and N tot the total number of tests; and ∈ Y i = error of the outcome, which includes the measurement error (on the outcome Y i ) and possible testing errors of the i-th test. Notice that each test T i ð·Þ has a different nature, being carried out by different authors in different years with different test setups and protocols.
Capacity Model
A capacity model is a function that predicts the outcome of experimental tests performed to check a specific resisting mechanism. It is expressed either in terms of force or displacement and is formally given as
meaning that the i-th test outcome C i is predicted through the function Cð·Þ, where the basic RVs X i are those coming from the experimental tests and, as such, they include the measurement error ∈ X i (on the RVs). These measurement errors are hidden and per se partly responsible for the model prediction error. Then, the error of the model itself is represented by the term ∈ C . This amounts to saying that when calibrating a capacity model, the errors due to both the measurements and the model are included, where the latter accounts for inherent limitations that actually play the prevailing role.
Model Error
The validation of a capacity model is conducted by comparing each experimental result Y i in the database with the corresponding prediction C i , in a Y i versus C i scatter plot. Due to ∈ Y , ∈ X , and ∈ C , test results and predictions are expected to be different, and each comparison shows an error given by
When the above error is deemed to be excessively high, the calibrator might consider removing the corresponding tests from the database (trimming), ending up with N ≤ N tot tests.
For the calibration to be efficiently carried out, the following fundamental assumptions have to be checked: 1. Linearity of test-prediction pairs: The points ðC i ; Y i Þ should be evenly and symmetrically distributed along a diagonal line. Violation of such property indicates the presence of a nonlinear relationship that reveals either systematic errors in the model or the inadequacy of the formulation throughout the entire range of the considered RVs. A viable solution is to apply an appropriate nonlinear transformation to Y i and/or C i . For example, if the data are strictly positive, as is always the case for capacity models, a log-transformation is typically of use. 2. Normality of the error: The error in Eq. (4) should have a normal distribution, which may be checked through the usual normal probability plot. The normality assumption is necessary when estimating fractiles corresponding to given target probabilities, which is the purpose of this work. Violation of normality often indicates that there is some conceptual problem with the model assumptions and/or the test results. If in the normal probability plot, few data points are detected to significantly deviate on one or both ends, they should be examined and removed from the database (trimming), if necessary. The error should also have zero mean. In general, this can be fixed through a linear regression. 3. Homoscedasticity of the error: Error should not increase as a function of the predicted value. The points ðC i ; ∈ i Þ should be symmetrically distributed around the zero value, with an approximately constant variance. Violation of this property implies heteroscedasticity, which results in confidence intervals (used in the calibration) that do not have constant amplitude throughout the database. Homoscedasticity tests are available in the literature (e.g., Goldfeld and Quandt 1965) . However, for our purposes, this property can be practically verified in the mean sense by checking that the trend of the squared error, which may be found through a linear regression of the squared error plot ðY i − C i Þ 2 , is approximately constant throughout the database. Notice that heteroscedasticity may arise from a significant violation of the linearity assumption, and it is usually fixed as a byproduct of the nonlinear transformation mentioned above (Assumption 1). In some cases, it may be solved by removing from the database (trimming) those tests showing the highest squared errors. If the (trimmed) database, counting N ≤ N tot experimental tests, does not meet the above three assumptions, it will undergo a series of modifications that will transform it as follows: The relationship between the two variables, test and prediction, is now of linear nature and is described by the fitted capacity model
whereȲ andC = means of the two populations.
The error between the test outcome and the fitted model, called residual, is
which is a normal RV with mean zero and (unknown) variance σ 2 , estimated byσ
Having verified the relaxed condition of homoscedasticity, as explained above, the variance can be considered as constant throughout the database. It represents a measure of the model accuracy relative to the database considered.
The calibration of the capacity model can be finally carried out.
Calibration of the Safety Factor
Having adjusted (by transformation and trimming) and fitted (by regression) the database and having checked normality and homoscedasticity of the error, the design value for the capacity is computed at the mean point of the database as follows:
is the mean over the database ðĈ i ; Y i Þ of the fitted capacity model obtained from Eq. (5) andσ is given in Eq. (10). In Eq. (11), k α;N−1;p is the so-called tolerance factor, to be determined with confidence level 100ð1 − αÞ%, referred to N tests (that is, N − 1 degrees of freedom), and relative to a given fractile having exceedance probability p. As the tolerance factor is an essential component of the design capacity equation, especially when few tests are available, some literature formulas are presented in the next section, along with two simple closed-form equations proposed by the authors.
Finally, it is important to notice that the exceedance probability p is that relevant to the capacity design value, given by p ¼ Φð−α C β LS Þ, being α C the sensitivity factor associated to the capacity (0.8 in EN 1990) and β LS the reliability index associated to the limit state under consideration [3.8 in EN 1990 (CEN 2002 ) and 3.5 in the U.S. code].
The design value obtained with Eq. (11), should be compared, at the mean point of the database, with that provided by the capacity equation being calibrated. In general, a design capacity equation can be formally expressed as
where the capacity reduction factor η depends on the code considered: for example, it corresponds to 1=γ Rd (with γ Rd ≥ 1) in EN 1990 (CEN 2002) and to ϕ ≤ 1 in the U.S. codes. The capacity is computed with reference to the design values X d of the j-th basic variables, obtained by dividing the characteristic value X k of each RV by the relevant partial safety factor γ X . Both X k and γ X depend on the code format. For example, in EN 1990 (CEN 2002 , the characteristic value is the 5% fractile of the RV distribution, obtained as X k ¼X − k 0.05 σ X with k 0.05 ¼ 1.645, while in the U.S. codes, the characteristic value is the 9% fractile of the RV distribution, obtained as X k ¼X − k 0.09 σ X with k 0.09 ¼ 1.345. In both equations,X is the mean of the RV and σ X is its standard deviation. As for the partial safety factor, in EN 1990 (CEN 2002) each RV has its own γ X , while in U.S. codes, it is always γ X ¼ 1. In both codes, for geometry properties, it is always σ X ¼ 0 and γ X ¼ 1, while for material properties the standard deviation σ X is provided (e.g., in EN 1992 (CEN 2005), for concrete: σ X ¼ 4.86 MPa). The sought safety factor γ cal is finally obtained as the ratio between the mean of Eq. (13) over the database and Eq. (11) after applying the inverse transformation, f −1
where:¯C d;code ¼ ηð1=NÞ PC ðX d i Þ, with the design values X d i of the RVs determined as explained above, with¯X i ¼ X i , i.e., the value given in each test.
If the safety factor is found to be lower than 1, then it may be concluded that the code equation is conservative with respect to the database examined. If it is larger than 1, then the code equation is nonconservative with respect to the database examined, and γ cal should be applied as a divisor to C d;code in Eq. (13).
Tolerance Factors k α;N−1;p Tolerance factors are used to estimate any fractile of a RV distribution sampled through a limited number N (in this section given as n) of experiments. Given an (assumed) normal population of results (in this case this is the population of the error between the test results and the model predictions already verified as normal), a tolerance bound is the value above which lies at least 100ð1 − pÞ% of the population, with confidence level 100ð1 − αÞ%. For example, a suggested value for the confidence level in EN 1990 (CEN 2002 ) is 75%, while 50% implies the median value of the sought fractile.
Finding a tolerance bound entails the use of the noncentral t-distribution to find the solution to a quite complex problem expressed by the following equation having the tolerance factor k as the unknown:
ðn−1Þ=2 ðsÞ n−2 e −½ðn−1Þs 2 =2k 2 e ð−n=2Þðz−sÞ 2 ds for k > 0
ðn−1Þ=2 ð−sÞ n−2 e −½ðn−1Þs 2 =2k 2 e ð−n=2Þðz−sÞ 2 ds for k < 0
with Φ −1 ðpÞ representing the inverse cumulative standardized normal.
The solution to the above problem yields the inverse cumulative distribution function for the noncentral t-distribution. The expression for the so-called tolerance factor is in this case
is the noncentrality parameter. A disadvantage of this approach is that the function F −1 T;n−1;δ ðαÞ does not have an easily treatable analytical form and is only available in tables. The following sections are therefore intended to identify the most suitable and reliable approximation to Eq. (16).
Wallis Approximation
An approximation for k α;n−1;p comes from the following set of formulas (generally credited to Natrella 1963 but originally proposed by Wallis 1947): 
Welch Approximations
A better approximation, especially for low values of n, is that given by Jennett and Welch (1939) by means of the quantiles of the noncentral t-distribution
where
A simpler expression was developed by Johnson and Welch (1940) by assuming b n ≈ 1 and 1 − b 2 n ≈ 1 2ðn−1Þ , as follows:
which yields slightly lower estimates, especially for n < 30. However, the latter approximation does not give accurate results for α ¼ 0.5.
Two Proposed Approximations
By considering that Eq. (20) can be approximated as
the following expression for calculating the tolerance factor is here proposed (where MP stands for Monti-Petrone):
Eq. (23) represents an as accurate yet simpler version of Eq. (16) that allows avoiding the computation of the Gamma function.
The proposed equation can be further simplified to
which yields slightly higher estimates, especially for n < 10. 
Comparison among Approximations
The approximations proposed above are compared in Figs. 1-3 , where, for the purpose of demonstration, the tolerance factor for p ¼ 0.05 [the so-called characteristic value in EN 1990 (CEN 2002) ] is sought. Since all approximations tend asymptotically to the exact solution, the comparison is only shown for n ¼ 3; : : : ; 10, which refers to the condition of operating on a small-size database. The comparison is carried out between the exact solution found by solving Eq. (16) and the approximate solutions of Eqs. (18), (19), (21), (23), and (24). Fig. 1 shows the comparison for α ¼ 0.10 (90% confidence level). It can be seen that Wallis (1947) considerably underestimates the tolerance bound by an amount comparable to Johnson and Welch (1940) , while the second proposed approximation in Eq. (24), being simpler in its formulation, yields an overestimate. The approximation by Jennet and Welch (1939) is very satisfactory, such as the first proposed approximation in Eq. (23), though it slightly overestimates the tolerance factor for N < 5. Fig. 2 shows the comparison for α ¼ 0.25 (75% confidence level). It can be seen that Wallis (1947) underestimates considerably the tolerance bound by an amount comparable to Johnson and Welch (1940) , while the second proposed approximation in Eq. (24) again yields an overestimate. Both approximations by Jennet and Welch (1939) and the first proposed in Eq. (23) practically coincide with the exact solution, with the latter having the advantage of being much simpler. Fig. 3 shows the comparison for a confidence level α ¼ 0.50 (median value). It can be seen that both Wallis (1947) and Johnson and Welch (1940) yield a constant value, thus failing to account for the variation with the number of data. The second proposed approximation in Eq. (24) overestimates the factor. Again, both the approximations by Jennet and Welch (1939) and the first proposed approximation in Eq. (23) are closer to the exact solution.
Overall, it can be concluded that both Eqs. (23) and (24) provide a better approximation than the equations available in the literature, and especially the former can be safely adopted in Eq. (14) for the calibration of the safety factor. Its simplified expression in Eq. (25) is recommended in the case of large databases.
Summary of the Calibration Procedure
The entire calibration procedure is here summarized in five steps, recalling the main equations to be used:
Step 1: Consider the entire database with N data. Predict each test result Y i in the database through the capacity model, by plugging in the equation C i ¼ CðX i Þ the values X i given in the test, which already include the error ∈ X i . Therefore, N data pairs ðC i ; Y i Þ are obtained.
Step 2: Check the property of linearity of the test-prediction pairs, ðC i ; Y i Þ. Compute the errors in Eq. (4) and check the properties of normality and homoscedasticity. If these properties (LNH) are not satisfied, treat the data by appropriate nonlinear transformations and/or by removing outliers and/or by performing linear regression to have∈ ¼ Nð0; σ 2 Þ. The data pairs become ðˆC i ;Ỹ i Þ. Repeat Step 2 until LNH are satisfied.
Step 3: Collect the coefficientsβ 1 andβ 0 from Eqs. (7) and (8), and the error varianceσ 2 from Eq. (10). The latter represents the model accuracy with respect to the database considered.
Step 4: Compute the tolerance factor k α;N−1;p for the desired values of α and p, with Eq. (23) or Eq. (24), [or Eq. (25) in the case of a large database].
Step 5: Calculate the design value of the capacity modelC d as per Eq. (11) and the design value as given by the relevant code C d;code as per Eq. (13), and finally compute the safety factor from Eq. (14).
Application of the Calibration Procedure
The calibration procedure is here applied to the ACI 318 (ACI 2014) design capacity equation, relative to the shear strength V c of reinforced concrete (RC) members unreinforced in shear and subjected to shear and flexure only, given as Step 1: The entire database with N tot ¼ 216 data is considered. Each test result Y i in the database, as listed in the appendix, is predicted by means of the capacity model in Eq. (26), using the values of the RVs X i given in the test (all safety factors are set equal to 1 as per U.S. provisions). Then, nine pairs ðC i ; Y i Þ showing an absolute error ratio (j1 − C i =Y i j) larger than 75% are detected, which might reveal some macroscopic error either in the test setup or in the measurement of input and/or output quantities. Keeping these values might alter the calibration procedure and, since in number statistically irrelevant, they are removed thus reducing the size of the database to N ¼ 207. The resulting scatter plot ðC i ; Y i Þ is shown in Fig. 4 along with a logarithmic regression fitting the data.
Step 2: The errors are computed from Eq. (4). The error scatter plot ðC i ; ∈ i Þ is shown in Fig. 5 , while the error normality plot is shown in Fig. 6 . Looking at the figures, it is clearly seen that the properties of linearity and normality are not satisfied. However, the relationship between tests and predictions appears to follow Fig. 4) . Then the data points are treated with a logarithmic transformation so that
where log is the natural logarithm. The scatter plot of the ðC i ;Ỹ i Þ pairs, that of the error, and the normality plot of the adjusted database are shown in Figs. 7-9 , respectively, where it can be seen that both the linearity and the normality properties of the scatter plot have significantly improved. Finally, since the error still shows a nonzero mean, a linear regression is performed.
Figs. 10-12 show the effects of this further transformation ðˆC i ¼β 1Ci þβ 0 Þ, as the error is now actually a normal RV with zero mean.
The only check left is to verify whether the error is homoscedastic. As mentioned above, this can be verified in the mean sense by observing that the mean of the squared error, see solid trend line in Fig. 13 , is approximately horizontal throughout the database.
Step 3: The regression coefficients areβ 1 ¼ SCỸ =SCC ¼ 0.7384
5750 obtained from Eqs. (7) and (8), respectively, and the varianceσ 2 is obtained from Eq. (10) as follows: 
which is practically coincident with the value of the intercept of the regression line equation shown in Fig. 13 . This can be regarded as a relaxed proof of homoscedasticity.
Step 4: The tolerance factor k α;N−1;p is computed with Eq. (25) as the database is sufficiently large (N ¼ 207). A confidence level of 75% (α ¼ 0.25) is assumed as suggested in EN 1990 (CEN 2002 , from which z α ¼ 0.674. For the exceedance probability p ¼ Φð−α C β LS Þ is considered, from which z p ¼ α C β LS ¼ 0.8 · 3.5 ¼ 2.8, so that
Step 5: Finally, the safety factor is computed from Eq. (14) as follows: 
Conclusions
This work presents a simple procedure to calibrate the partial safety factor of capacity models on the basis of experimental tests, even if they are available in limited number. The procedure aims to obtain a relationship between test results and predictions, which must fulfill the property of linearity with the error being normal and homoscedastic throughout the database. This relationship can be established through nonlinear transformation, trimming, and regression-fitting of the test-prediction database and is used to find the design value corresponding to the exceedance probability targeted in the code. The safety factor is then found by comparing such design value with the corresponding design value obtained with the capacity model provided by the code.
As a byproduct, the procedure yields an objective measure of the model accuracy with respect to the database considered, given by the error standard deviation. This should always be computed and made available by authors when validating models on experimental databases, so that it could be used as an objective measure of accuracy when comparing different models on the same database.
For the case of a limited number of tests, two approximate analytical equations for calculating the tolerance factors are proposed, which can be used to compute any fractile of a random variable with a given confidence level. The accuracy of the proposed tolerance factors is verified and proved by comparing them with the exact solution and with other formulas currently available in the literature.
The proposed methodology has been applied to the shear capacity equation of RC beams without shear reinforcement provided by ACI 318 (ACI 2014). The calibration, carried out on 216 experimental tests collected from the literature, demonstrated that that equation fulfills the reliability requirements of ACI and, above all, that the proposed procedure is of straightforward applicability.
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